
Tikee 3 PRO+
Logotype retenu

Cloud platform

Timelapse camera

Mobile app

Construction site monitoring
don’t miss what matters to you

A powerful stand-alone construction camera

connected to a professional cloud platform

100% Self-sufficient
Solar powered and equipped 
with a high-performance 
battery. Tikee 3 PRO works 
continuously.

100% Connected
4G or Wi-Fi to send your images 
to myTikee cloud platform. Easily 
set up your sequence with Tikee 
remote mobile app.

6K 220°
Two wide-angle lenses for 
220° panoramic view for 
breathtaking scenic views.
Full HD, 4K, 6K

1500€ excl. tax

starting at 35€ exl. tax/month

Advanced
 monitoring

Benefit from advanced 
monitoring options for your 
camera fleet and check their 
locations

4K and 6K
 immersive content

Get acces to our 4K and 
6K immersive content 
platform with impressive 
visuals effects

AI automated stunning 
contents creation

Enrich your story with next-
generation deliverables 
leveraging the full power of 
Artificial Intelligence



A unique image capture and content solution
that fulfills any constuction requirement

Cost control
Looking for an affordable and scalable 
solution

Compact affordable professional camera
Easy to set up and reliable solution
Fleet management dedicated features

24/7 Remote working 
220° Panoramic view covering large areas  
Fully autonomous thanks to its solar panel 
Always accessible with 4G LTE or wifi connectivity

Advanced shareable features 
Private link for photo gallery and videos
Fully customizable iframes 
Image transfer to FTP server of your choice

Monitoring & Smart Filtering 
Optimization and control of your cameras at a glance
Photos selection in a snap with our AI filters: weather, 
visibility, or even a beautiful sky

Viewsfeed 
Enrich your story every day with optimized content 
selected and automatically created by our AI-powered 
myTikee PRO Storytelling

Portfolio mode 
Organization of your different points of views into a single 
portfolio
Navigation on a virtual map thanks to the geolocalisation

Stunning contents with infinite possibilitie 
High quality & automated contents, professional videos in 
one click using our Timelapse Builder feature

Analytics
Reliable metrics for each stage of your project (IPE 
identification, construction machinery detection, counting...)

Jobsite monitoring
Follow the evolution of the project and key 
steps as if you were onsite

Transparency
Build trust and closer relation with clients
Proof of project completion

Quality 
Ensure control of all processes

Value 
Know how and skill

Expertise 
Showcase all your construction sites in one 
place

Community commitment 
Company culture and core values
Increase awareness and attract new clients

Database analysis
On site datas and safety processes
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